Below is a list of resources we have gathered from the Summit participants. We hope you will find time to explore these resources.

Cary Funk (Pew Center)
https://www.pewresearch.org/staff/cary-funk/ (several great articles linked on this website)

Dr. John Almarode (JMU)
https://johnalmarode.com/

Frank Niepold (NOAA)
Some works by John Cook on using inoculation and critical thinking to counter climate science denial
Turning Misinformation into Educational Opportunities (NOAA link and NCSE link) and some Climate.gov reviewed lessons from this project; lesson 1, lesson 3, and lesson 5

Sheril Kirshenbaum
https://sherilkirshenbaum.com/

Dr. Jeremy Hoffman (SMV)
http://jeremyscotthoffman.com/

Com: Dr. Carol O'Donnell (Smithsonian)
https://ssec.si.edu/vaccines - Vaccines Community Research Guide for Youth Ages 8-17
https://www.si.edu/vaccinesandus - Vaccines & US portal with resources from the Smithsonian and other cultural institutions
https://ssec.si.edu/sustainable-development - STEM Education for Sustainable Development
https://ssec.si.edu/global-goals-research - STEM Education for Sustainable Development

Sci: David Roop (DWR)